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VOLCANOLOGY

Seismic constraints on caldera
dynamics from the 2015 Axial
Seamount eruption
William S. D. Wilcock,1* Maya Tolstoy,2 Felix Waldhauser,2 Charles Garcia,1
Yen Joe Tan,2 DelWayne R. Bohnenstiehl,3 Jacqueline Caplan-Auerbach,4
Robert P. Dziak,5 Adrien F. Arnulf,6 M. Everett Mann3
Seismic observations in volcanically active calderas are challenging. A new cabled observatory
atop Axial Seamount on the Juan de Fuca ridge allows unprecedented real-time monitoring
of a submarine caldera. Beginning on 24 April 2015, the seismic network captured an eruption
that culminated in explosive acoustic signals where lava erupted on the seafloor. Extensive
seismic activity preceding the eruption shows that inflation is accommodated by the
reactivation of an outward-dipping caldera ring fault, with strong tidal triggering indicating a
critically stressed system. The ring fault accommodated deflation during the eruption and
provided a pathway for a dike that propagated south and north beneath the caldera’s east wall.
Once north of the caldera, the eruption stepped westward, and a dike propagated along the
extensional north rift.

O

n land, seismic monitoring is one of the
most widely used tools for characterizing
volcanic cycles (1). Seismic monitoring of
submarine volcanoes, which account for
≥80% of Earth’s volcanism (2), is far more
difficult because of the challenges of sustaining
long-term observations and recovering instruments after an eruption (3). However, the volcanoes
that form mid-ocean ridges erupt frequently with a
uniform basaltic composition while also having
shallow magmatic systems that can be imaged
seismically at high resolution. These features make
mid-ocean ridge volcanoes good targets for studies
of eruption dynamics.
Calderas are important and complex features
of many volcanoes. Most high-resolution con-
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straints on the internal structure of the ring faults
forming calderas come from geological studies
of partially eroded calderas, and these have led
to a long-standing debate about their orientation
and configuration at depth (4, 5). Earthquake observations at several locations support the existence of outward-dipping ring faults (6–9), but
the only detailed seismic observation of the role
of a ring fault in an eruption of a basaltic volcano
comes from Bárdarbunga volcano, Iceland (10).
There the lateral propagation of a dike sourced
from a 12-km-deep magma chamber led to the
collapse of a subglacial caldera with slip on a
subvertical ring fault.
Axial Seamount is the most prominent volcanic
feature on the Juan de Fuca mid-ocean ridge and
is formed by the intersection of the ridge with
the Cobb-Eickelberg hot spot. The summit at
1400-m depth below sea surface is characterized
by a shallow caldera measuring 8.5 km by 3 km
(Fig. 1A), which connects to rifts on the south
and north flanks that form segments of the Juan
de Fuca ridge. The caldera is underlain by a
14-km-long by 3-km-wide shallow magma and
mush body with complex structure that is up
to a kilometer thick, extends beyond both the
northern and southern limits of the caldera, and
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for catalytic enantiocontrol in a broad range of
organic triplet state reactions.

50°N

Axial
Seamount

130°W
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125°W

Fig. 1. Locations of earthquakes and seafloor explosions. (A) Bathymetric map showing the seismic
network and colocated bottom-pressure and tilt (BPT) instruments, lava flows for the 2011 and 2015
eruptions (21), the distribution of 26,574 epicenters located with at least 12 arrival times by means of the
double-difference technique, and seafloor explosions. The caldera rim (black line), eruptive fissures (black
ticks), footprint of the magma chamber (blue solid line) (11), and depth contours for the magma chamber
at depths of 1.25 km (faint blue line) and 1.5 km (dashed blue line) below the seafloor are also shown. The
inset shows the location of Axial Seamount relative to plate boundaries (black lines) and land (black
shading) in the northeast Pacific Ocean. (B) As in (A) but for the caldera region, with symbol sizes scaled
by magnitude of earthquakes. (C) Vertical cross section across the caldera showing the projected locations
of earthquakes within 0.5 km of the profile. Also shown is the roof of the axial magma chamber (AMC) (11).
Arrows show the edges of the caldera.

is slightly offset to the east (11). Diking-eruptive
events in the southeast caldera and south rift
in 1998 and 2011 were documented with seafloor
pressure sensors (12, 13) and hydrophones (14, 15).
Although earthquake migration associated with
dike propagation was observed for the 1998 eruption (14), earthquake depths could not be constrained for these eruptions. The expectation of
future eruptions motivated the deployment in
2014 of a multidisciplinary real-time cabled observatory on Axial Seamount (16).
The cabled seismic network at the summit of
Axial Seamount (Fig. 1) spans the southern half
of the caldera, where the two prior recorded
eruptions occurred, and comprises seven seismometers, two of which are colocated with hydrophones and bottom-pressure and tilt sensors (17).
Seismic data are available starting in November
1396
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2014, with time-corrected data streaming from
late January 2015. In the first year of operation,
nearly 200,000 local earthquakes were detected,
and they show a temporal distribution (Fig. 2)
that is similar to prior seafloor eruptions (3, 15).
Earthquake rates increase from <500 day−1 to
~2000 day−1 leading up to the onset of the
eruption on 24 April 2015, then decrease rapidly
following the seismic crisis, reaching a background level within a month of 20 day−1.
Leading up to the eruption, the earthquakes
are strongly correlated with tides (Fig. 2), with
rates of seismicity about six times greater during
the lowest tides than the highest tides (fig. S1A).
This pattern can be attributed to the faults unclamping when the ocean loading is at a minimum (18). There is no evidence that the triggering
signal strengthens over the 5 months leading up

to the eruption (fig. S2), but it weakens substantially after the eruption (supplementary text and
fig. S1B), suggesting that it occurs primarily when
the volcano is critically stressed (19).
In the 3 months prior to the eruption, ~60,000
earthquakes were located using double difference
methods (20). Most are small with a median
moment magnitude (Mw) of 0.1, and only 35 have
Mw ≥ 2. Earthquakes are concentrated beneath
the east and west walls of the caldera (Fig. 1,
fig. S3, and movie S1), with about five times as
many beneath the east wall. In cross section (Fig.
1C), the earthquakes define outward-dipping
fault zones extending from near the surface to
~2-km depth. These zones dip at 60° to 70°, with
the dip decreasing slightly at shallow depths.
Many of the remaining epicenters are located
near the southern and northern ends of the
caldera and in a diffuse band of shallow seismicity that extends across the caldera just south
of 45°57′N at a location that coincides with the
southern boundary of the 2015 eruption (21) and
a northward transition from a melt rich to crystal mush magma chamber, as it was imaged in
2002 (11). The epicenters, thus, define a figure
eight, with the southern ring more clearly depicted as a result of the station coverage (Fig. 1B
and fig. S3B).
For 6 hours preceding the start of the eruption,
coincident with high tide, bursts of 7- to 10-Hz
tremor are observed (Fig. 3 and fig. S4C) across
the network, but are not coherent enough to locate.
Tremor is not observed in the weeks before, or
after, the eruption, and is thus inferred to indicate
magma movement within the magma chamber
before crustal rupture. At ~04:20 UTC on 24 April,
as the tremor ends, the rate and magnitude of
seismicity start to increase. Over about 2 hours,
the earthquake rate reaches a saturation level of
500 to 600 hour−1, and the median magnitude
increases from 0.5 to nearly 2, likely indicating the
initiation of diking. At ~05:30, tilt sensors start to
detect slight deformation, with more rapid deformation at ~06:15 (17), including a flip in polarity
as the seismicity suggests a dike propagation past
the central caldera station (movie S2). Bottompressure signals, indicating the start of deflation, were observed at ~06:00 to 06:30, with a
notable increase in rate around ~07:15 (17) (movie
S2). Seismic energy levels peak between 06:00
and 07:30 and then decrease progressively through
the day (Fig. 3).
The cumulative distribution of hypocenters for
the eruption is similar to that beforehand, with
earthquakes concentrated near the east and west
walls (Fig. 3). Of 31 earthquakes on 24 April with
Mw > 2.5, all but one occurs on the eastern side,
where the locations show a clear temporal pattern.
Prior to 06:00 the seismicity along the east and
west walls is north of 45°57′N, with most of it,
including all earthquakes with Mw ≥ 2.0, north
of 45°58′N (figs. S5 and S6). Over about 1.5 hours,
from 06:15 to 07:45, the locus of seismicity on the
east wall migrates 2.5 km south to 45°56.5′N (Fig.
3B, fig. S5, and movie S2), consistent with the
southward propagation of a dike. Up until 07:00,
the earthquakes align closely with the north-south
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Fig. 3. Chronology for the 24 April 2015 eruption. (A) Histogram of earthquake counts, root mean
square ground motion at station AXCC1 in the center of the caldera averaged over 5 min, times of earthquakes detected on land and included in the Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS) composite catalog,
and ocean tides height. (B) Latitude of earthquakes beneath the east wall and the change in seafloor
elevation recorded at stations AXCC1 and AXEC1 (17). (C) Histogram of explosions within the caldera and on
the north rift and plot of latitudes for a subset of explosions.

The fault structure in the caldera is consistent
with analog models obtained from sandbox simulations of caldera collapse due to underpressure

(31–33), which show that with sufficient subsidence, an outward-dipping ring fault forms
first, followed by a peripheral inward-dipping
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2015

Fig. 2. Histogram of earthquake detections for 9 months spanning the 2015 eruption. (Right inset)
Magnification of the period after the eruption. (Left inset) Histogram of hourly detections for 15 days in
March with ocean tides superimposed. Gaps in the histogram in December, March, and June are intervals
for which data are unavailable

Latitude

strike of southernmost eruptive fissures (21), suggesting that the fissure might be opening. After
07:00, they follow the strike of the east wall. Earthquakes for the remainder of the crisis occur beneath
the whole east wall and on the west wall but are
concentrated on the east wall south of the 2015
eruptive vents between 45°56.5′N and 45°57.5′N,
where they are presumably associated with deflation.
Starting at 08:01 on 24 April, the seismic network recorded ~37,000 impulsive events (fig. S4B)
consistent with sound sources on the seafloor that
propagate through the water column and are
detected on the seismometers as a train of reverberations. Unlike the earthquakes, the times
of explosions are not correlated with tides (fig.
S7). These events are spatially closely associated
with all the new lava flows (21) (Fig. 1A). The first
impulsive event was observed within the caldera
with events then commencing successively on
the flows to the north.
Impulsive acoustic signals from the seafloor
associated with active lava flows have been reported from several locations (22–25) and in
deep-water locations have generally been attributed to the expansion of magmatic gases in
Strombolian eruptions (24, 26). The presence
of pyroclastic ash deposits associated with the
2015 Axial eruption (21), coupled with the high
CO2 contents of some lavas from prior eruptions
(27), is consistent with the occurrence of similar
explosions at Axial. However, the lava flows are
also covered with numerous pits, which are
interpreted as small steam explosions and may
be the dominant source of explosive acoustic
signals at this location (21).
Whatever the mechanisms, the explosive signals start soon after magma reaches the seafloor
(25). The first detected explosion within the
caldera occurred within an hour of the onset of
rapid deflation, and earlier explosions may have
been missed in the noise of the seismic crisis.
The onset times on the north rift suggest that
the dike propagated at a speed of 0.55 m/s (Fig. 3).
This is at the upper end of speeds observed in
Iceland, Afar, and the Gulf of Aden (28–30) and
faster than the speed of 0.23 m/s observed well
down rift for the 1998 eruption of Axial Seamount
(14) and thus is consistent with the rapid deflation
observed for this eruption (17). The summit network detected no earthquakes associated with
dike propagation along the north rift, a result of
a shadowing effect from the elongated magma
chamber and high noise levels from nearby earthquakes. However, northward dike propagation is
supported by observations on a single seismic
station 20 km southeast of the caldera (fig. S8).
We infer that the dike started northwards around
07:15 at the outset of rapid deflation, taking
<2 hours to reach the site of the first explosion
on the north rift at 09:04. Explosions near the
northern end of the 2015 lava flows continued
until 21 May (fig. S7), which coincides with the
time the caldera started to reinflate (17), lending
further support to a mechanism that links the
explosions to fresh lava reaching the seafloor and
showing that the plumbing system of the caldera
links to the north rift dike.

Fig. 4. Cartoon illustrating the dynamics
of the caldera and
emplacement of
dikes. Normal faulting
on the outwarddipping ring fault
accommodates
magma chamber
inflation (blue arrows).
This fault motion
reverses while dikes
are emplaced and
the magma
chamber deflates
(black arrows).

Magma chamber
Dikes
Lava flows
Extension
Pre-eruption
Syn-eruption

ring fault. At Axial Seamount, the outward-dipping
normal fault zones were active both during inflation and syn-eruptive deflation and they project
to the caldera floor ~0.75 km inward from walls
(Fig. 1C). We infer that the caldera walls are
formed by a second ring of inward-dipping normal
faults, features that appear to be visible in seismic
images (11), that either deformed aseismically
during this volcanic cycle or were not reactivated.
The analog models predict that the outwarddipping faults nucleate near the outer margins
of the magma chamber. The separation of the
fault zones that we observe is consistent with
the 3- to 4-km width of the magma chamber
(11), but the magma chamber is offset about 0.5
to 1 km east of the caldera. We speculate that
the magma chamber may have migrated slightly
eastward with the Cobb-Eickelberg hot spot melting
anomaly since the caldera formed. Comparisons
of natural calderas with analog models suggest
that the formation of two sets of ring structures
requires a ratio of caldera diameter to subsidence
less than ~14 (34). For Axial Seamount, the maximum height of the walls (160 m) and short- and
long-axis dimensions yield ratios of 20 and 50,
respectively. However, the caldera may have undergone substantial magmatic infilling since its
formation, implying that the ratios may have
originally been lower.
The caldera substantially modulates the eruption. The north rift intersects the center of the
north rim, but within the caldera and just to
the north, the eruptive fissures are offset 2 km
to the east (21). We infer that beneath the caldera,
a dike exited the side of the pressurized magma
chamber where extensional stresses are highest
(35) and followed a path of weakness coinciding
with the eastern ring fault zone (Fig. 4). The southward migration of earthquakes and change in
the north-south tilt signal at the caldera center (17)
(movie S2) are consistent with the propagation of
1398
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a dike that stalled upon reaching the northern
limit of the 1998 and 2011 eruptions. Almost
certainly at the same time, when the seismic noise
levels were too high to detect earthquakes outside
the network, the dike also propagated north,
essentially extending the trend of the Axial south
rift. Once north of the caldera, but still within the
footprint of the Axial magma chamber, diking
stepped westward into the extensional north rift,
forming a second dike (Fig. 4). Although we
cannot rule out that a single westward-stepping
dike generated both the eruptions along the east
wall of the caldera and the eruptions along the
north rift (21), we prefer a model with two dikes
tapping separate sections of the magma chamber. The eruption of north rift lavas with more
evolved compositions (lower MgO) compared to
the eastern caldera flows (21) is consistent with
the dikes feeding these flows being sourced from
different portions of the magma reservoir (Fig. 4),
and the distribution of eruptive fissures and lava
flows (Fig. 1A) are consistent with an overlapping
spreading center. Injection of magma into the
outward-dipping ring fault can be accommodated
by the subsidence of the central block, but broadly
distributed subsidence associated with deflation
will increase horizontal compressive stresses above
the caldera. This likely explains why the caldera
eruption was limited in volume and most of the
magma was injected along the rift (21).
At time scales on the order of a year, eruptions
at Axial Seamount appear to be predictable based
on a critical level of inflation (16). Similarly, it is
clear from this study and prior work (3, 14, 19)
that high and increasing microearthquake rates
and strong tidal triggering also foreshadow eruptions on mid-ocean ridges. On shorter time scales
of days to weeks, it is not clear if there are notable
geophysical precursors. The 2015 Axial eruption
was not preceded by a short-term increase in tidal
triggering (fig. S2), and earthquake rates decreased

noticeably in the 2 weeks beforehand (Fig. 2). The
only precursor appears to be tremor observed a
few hours ahead of the seismic crisis (Fig. 3A). For
future eruptions at Axial, the development of the
hydrothermal portion of the cabled observatory
(16) will provide additional tools to search for
precursory signals originating near the magmahydrothermal interface.
The 2015 eruption of Axial Seamount bears
many similarities to diking events on both submarine (3, 14, 15, 25, 30) and subaerial (10, 28, 29)
spreading centers, although in areas of thicker
lithosphere, rifting episodes lead to larger earthquakes and often involve multiple dikes (28–30)
because the magma chamber must refill multiple
times to accommodate the spreading (36). On
land, in Iceland and Afar, the combination of
seismic and geodetic data shows that the propagation of dikes over tens of kilometers is accompanied by subsidence above a deflating crustal
magma chamber (10, 28, 29) and at Bárdarbunga
volcano by the collapse of a caldera (10). Because
the Axial seismic network is compact and the ring
faults are shallow, we are able to show that the
outward-dipping inner ring fault also accommodates inflation prior to eruption. At Bárdarbunga
volcano (10) and several other calderas (37), collapse occurs well after the onset of magma withdrawal, but at Axial, the onset of deflation and
seismicity are coincident, supporting the inference that the dynamics of calderas are influenced
by the depth of the magma chamber and the
strength of preexisting ring faults (37).
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Inflation-predictable behavior and
co-eruption deformation at
Axial Seamount
Scott L. Nooner1* and William W. Chadwick Jr.2
Deformation of the ground surface at active volcanoes provides information
about magma movements at depth. Improved seafloor deformation measurements
between 2011 and 2015 documented a fourfold increase in magma supply and
confirmed that Axial Seamount’s eruptive behavior is inflation-predictable, probably
triggered by a critical level of magmatic pressure. A 2015 eruption was successfully
forecast on the basis of this deformation pattern and marked the first time that
deflation and tilt were captured in real time by a new seafloor cabled observatory,
revealing the timing, location, and volume of eruption-related magma movements.
Improved modeling of the deformation suggests a steeply dipping prolate-spheroid
pressure source beneath the eastern caldera that is consistent with the location of
the zone of highest melt within the subcaldera magma reservoir determined from
multichannel seismic results.

S

uccessful volcanic eruption forecasting is
traditionally based on short-term (minutes
to hours) increases in seismicity, surface
deformation, or both during the time that
magma is already moving toward the surface (1, 2). Successful forecasts made days to
weeks in advance are much rarer because the
patterns of geophysical signals are generally not
clear or repeatable enough. However, some notable
successes at volcanoes such as Mount St. Helens
and in Iceland have been documented (3, 4). Seven months in advance of an April 2015 eruption
at Axial Seamount, we made a successful forecast
that it would occur within a 15-month time window, on the basis of long-term deformation monitoring. The deformation measured during the
2015 eruption also provides important constraints
on the location and depth of magma reservoirs
and conduits.
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Axial Seamount is a heavily instrumented submarine volcano that is part of the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) Cabled Array (5, 6).
Axial Seamount is distinguished from other submarine volcanoes in that it has a long-term volcano deformation time series that spans three
eruptions. A combination of bottom pressure
recorders (BPRs) and mobile pressure recorders
(MPRs) (7–11) provided measurements of vertical
deformation from 2000 to 2015. Both methods
use changes in the overlying water pressure to
detect vertical displacements of the seafloor with
a resolution of ~1 cm. BPRs record continuously
to capture sudden events (such as eruptions)
over minutes to days, but these instruments are
not ideal for longer-term measurements because
of sensor drift. MPR campaign-style surveys require a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to deploy the instrument at seafloor benchmarks (fig.
S1) and, after correcting for sensor drift, can
document gradual deformation over months to
years (9, 10). MPR data can constrain BPR drift
where the two are colocated. Autonomous, batterypowered BPRs have been used at Axial since the
mid-1980s (12, 13) and, in September 2014, the OOI

OCE-1536219, OCE-1536320, OCE-1635276, OCE-1357076,
and DGE-1256082. The seismic network was installed and is
operated by the OOI Cabled Array team, led by J. Delaney and
D. Kelley. This paper is Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
contribution no. 4522.
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Cabled Array began providing real-time data from
three BPR-tilt instruments (5, 6). At the time of
the 2015 eruption, three autonomous BPRs, three
cabled BPRs, and 10 MPR benchmarks were deployed at Axial (Fig. 1 and fig. S2).
After the 2011 eruption at Axial Seamount (14),
a time- or inflation-predictable model was proposed in which the volcano erupts at or near a
threshold level of inflation (15, 16). The 2015
eruption provided a test for this model and its
usefulness in forecasting. The average linear
rate of inflation measured at the caldera center
between 2000 and 2010 was 15 ± 0.2 cm/year
(Fig. 2), with higher rates measured in the months
after the 1998 eruption and before the eruption in
2011 (14). After 2011, we initially expected the next
eruption to occur in 2018 if the pattern of deformation repeated itself (14). However, from
continued monitoring we found that the rate of
inflation increased substantially after the 2011
eruption. We observed that the average inflation
rate at the caldera center was 61 ± 1.4 cm/year
between August 2011 and September 2013 (Fig.
2). A marked increase in the magma supply may
explain the fourfold increase over the 2000–2010
inter-eruption rate (11). Continuation of this higher rate of inflation during 2013–2014 was observed
after a Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) collected
repeat high-resolution bathymetry (17) and with
data recovered from a prototype self-calibrating
BPR (18) in August 2014. Thus, in September 2014,
we revised our forecast that Axial would erupt
sometime during 2015 (19, 20). The expected eruption began on 24 April 2015, detected in real time
by the OOI Cabled Array (21).
This long-term forecast was unusually successful for any volcano (1, 2). The level of inflation as
the 2015 eruption began was only 30 cm higher
than in 2011 (Fig. 2). This observation supports
the model of a pressure threshold in the shallow
magma reservoir above which diking events are
triggered, but it also suggests that the threshold
may increase with time because of accumulating
tectonic stress, as observed in Iceland and Ethiopia (22, 23). Nevertheless, the volcanic system at
Axial may be unusually repeatable due to the
continuous magma supply and the thin ocean
crust in a mid-ocean ridge setting. The increase
in magma supply rate documented by the inflation
data led to a marked decrease in the eruption
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Seismic constraints on caldera dynamics from the 2015 Axial
Seamount eruption
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Caplan-Auerbach, Robert P. Dziak, Adrien F. Arnulf and M. Everett
Mann (December 15, 2016)
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Volcano monitoring goes into the deep
Axial Seamount is a large and active submarine volcano along the Juan de Fuca midocean ridge
off the coast of the western United States. Eruptions in 1998 and 2011 were followed by periods of
magma recharge, making it an ideal location to include in the Ocean Observatories Initiative Cabled
Array. Wilcock et al. present real-time seismic data from the most recent eruption in April 2015 that
allow the tracking of magma before and during eruption. Nooner and Chadwick show that eruptions are
predictable on the basis of deformation data. As magma pools underneath it, Axial Seamount inflates
and erupts when the inflation hits a threshold. Both studies elucidate the dynamics of submarine
volcanoes, which vastly outnumber their aboveground counterparts.
Science, this issue p. 1395, p. 1399
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Materials and Methods
Methods
We obtained seismic waveforms for the Ocean Observatories Initiative’s network of
cabled three-component seismometers and hydrophones on Axial Seamount (Fig. 1A-B) from
the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Center (network
code OO). Waveforms were downloaded for the period November 16, 2014 to December 1,
2015 with a sample rate of 200 Hz.
We used an automated MATLAB® algorithm to identify and pick earthquake events.
After filtering the waveform data with a 4 Hz high pass filter, we applied a short-term to longterm root mean square (RMS) triggering algorithm to each seismometer channel. RMS
amplitudes were obtained for moving 0.3-s- and 6-s-long windows and their ratio calculated as a
function of time with the short-term window positioned immediately in advance of the long-term
window. The trigger toggles on and off when the ratio increases above 3.0 and decreases below
1.0, respectively.
Groups of nearly contemporaneous trigger on times were associated into events when the
times for at least eight channels distributed between at least four stations occurred within a 1.5-slong window. We required the earliest trigger times in successive events to be at least 2.5 s
apart. This time was set small because many pairs of earthquakes are closely spaced (Fig. S4A),
but it must be larger than the delay time of a near vertical P-wave water column reverberation
(~2 s for the instrument depth of ~1500 m) in order to avoid associating two events with one
earthquake, where the second event includes triggers from water-column multiples.
The method of association rarely creates events that are composed of “noise” triggers, but
the event catalog includes many 20-Hz fin whales calls in the fall and winter months and seafloor
explosions for nearly a month following the onset of the eruption. To categorize events, we
considered 3-s-long segments of data for each triggered channel starting 0.5-s before the first
trigger time for the station. Fin whale calls are centered near 20-Hz with very little energy below
15 Hz. We computed the power spectrum, and if the summed power in the 17-25 Hz band is at
least 5 times that in the 5-13 Hz band, we identified the trigger as likely a fin whale call (the
threshold was obtained from inspecting many events). If the majority of triggers for an event
met this criterion, we classified the event as a fin whale call. To identify seafloor explosions
(Fig. S4B), which propagate through the water column, we relied on the similarity of the acoustic
waveform envelopes between vertical and horizontal channels. We obtained the discrete-time
analytic signal (envelope function) for each channel and demeaned it. For each station we then
calculated the correlation coefficients between the vertical channel and each horizontal channel
and if the average value for the two is greater than 0.4 (a threshold again obtained from
inspecting many events), it is likely a waterborne arrival. If the majority of triggering stations
for an event met this criterion, and the event was not classified as a fin whale call, we classified
it as a seafloor explosion. All remaining events were classified as earthquakes. The process of
association and categorizing yielded 196,313 earthquake events, which are used for creating
earthquake histograms (Figs. 2, 3A, S9A) and for tidal triggering analysis (Figs. S1-S2).
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To pick an earthquake event, we considered a 6-s-long window starting 1 s before the first
trigger. We obtained a signal to noise function by taking the ratio of the RMS amplitude
between a pair of short running windows of equal length that are adjacent to each other in time.
For the vertical channel the windows were 0.15 s long, and for the horizontal channel they were
0.2 s long and the mean squared amplitudes for each station were averaged between the two
horizontal channels. The P-wave was initially identified as the largest peak in signal-to-noise on
the vertical channel that occurred within 1 second of the earliest trigger time for the event, and
that has a polarization consistent with a P-wave (38). S-waves are identified based upon finding
the peak in signal-to-noise function associated with the largest RMS amplitude and a polarization
consistent with an S-wave (38). Because pairs of events are often closely spaced in time, this
approach may erroneously pick an S-wave for a larger earthquake that follows shortly after the
triggering earthquake. We thus, used the same criteria to search for an alternative S-wave arrival
that is at least a second earlier than the initial S-wave pick. Once picks are in place for all
stations, we use an iterative approach to adjust and eliminate picks and to select between the two
potential S-wave picks based on the consistency between station of P-wave and S-wave arrival
times and their separation. The final picks are obtained using a Kurtosis picker (38).
The earthquakes are initially located with the algorithm Hypoinverse (39) using a onedimensional P-wave velocity model that is based on the average for the caldera (11) and an Swave model derived assuming that the ratio P- to S-wave velocities, VP/VS, changes linearly with
P-wave velocity from 2.5 at VP = 2.0 km/s to 2.0 at VP = 4.5 km/s and then to 1.72 at VP ≥ 5.0
km/s (Fig. S10). We discard P-waves picks if the misfit between observed and predicted arrival
times is greater than 0.1 s and then repeat the location. We also estimated a seismic moment
from each P- and S-wave arrival using established techniques for marine microearthquake data
(40) and then used the median value for all the arrivals for an earthquake to estimate the
earthquakes moment and moment magnitude. The Hypoinverse catalog comprises 72,113
earthquakes with at least 8 weighted arrival times including at least 3 S-waves, including 29,720
earthquakes with at least 12 weighted arrival times.
To better resolve the structural details of the seismicity we apply the double-difference
algorithm HypoDD (20) to the phase arrival time picks. The double-difference method
minimizes residuals between observed and calculated phase delay times between pairs of nearby
events recorded at common stations, thus minimizing bias due to model errors in the single event
locations (20). We first relocated the best constrained earthquakes with a minimum of 12 arrival
times (nobs ≥ 12). We formed 12 million delay times to link hypocenters together over an
average distance of 370 m. A total of 18 iterations of dynamically weighted least squares
inversions were used to solve for the precise vectors connecting the hypocenters and yielded a
catalog of 26,574 hypocenters
The residual vector of the final locations, that are shown in Figs. 1 and S3, has an
unweighted RMS of 24 ms, which represents a 70% reduction from the initial RMS based on the
single event locations. The RMS value is based on approximately 80% of the original delay
times used during the final HypoDD iteration. Relative location errors are computed from a
bootstrap analysis of the final residuals, randomly resampling (with replacement) the residual
vector and relocating the events 200 times (20). Relative location errors at the 95% confidence
level were then determined from the distribution of the 200 samples for each event. The median
3

lateral and vertical errors are 55 m and 69 m, respectively, for earthquakes that locate within the
array, and 85 m and 101 m for earthquakes outside the array (Fig. S11).
In addition to relocating the group of best-constrained earthquakes (nobs ≥ 12) we relocated
the full Hypoinverse catalog of earthquakes with at least 8 observations (nobs ≥ 8; Fig. S3).
These events were relocated using 40 million pick delay times and yielded a catalog of 59,828
locations. The RMS and bootstrap error statistics are similar to the nobs ≥ 12 relocations. The
standard deviations of location differences between corresponding events in the two data sets are
60 m horizontally and 100 m vertically for events within the array. The corresponding means are
in the few meter range. The robustness of both the residual and location statistics indicate the
high-quality of the phase arrival-time picks and adequate station geometry. The nobs ≥ 8
relocations (Fig. S3) shows an overall broader zone of deformation, likely caused by smaller
events with fewer observations.
After eliminating seafloor explosion events within ≤5 seconds of the previous one, which
are possibly triggered on the same explosion, the process of associating and categorizing events
yielded a catalog of 26,536 seafloor explosions. However, visual inspection shows that this
process misses many explosions early in the eruption when noise levels are high and the
explosions are coincident with earthquakes. We created a more complete catalog using a 4channel (the 3-component seismometer and hydrophone) template matching routine on AXEC2,
with ~800 template events from times spanning the eruption. This process yielded a catalog of
36,893 seafloor explosive off which 35,160 are classified as far events coming from the North
Rift, 581 as near events from the caldera and 1152 as unknown but likely from sources within or
near the caldera.
In order to obtain preliminary locations for a subset of 1307 seafloor explosions, we
manually picked up to three arrivals on each station and used a grid search method to minimize
the RMS misfit to the arrival times, assuming a constant water depth of 1600 m and uniform
sound velocity of 1.5 km/s.
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Supplementary Text
Histograms of the number of earthquakes as a function of the earthquake tide height
percentile (defined as the percentage of time the ocean tide is lower than at the time of the
earthquake) show strong tidal triggering prior to the eruption (Fig. S1A) with about six times as
many earthquakes at the lowest tides than at the highest tides and a weaker tidal triggering
following it with about 1.5 times as many earthquakes at the lowest tides (Fig. S1B). In order to
test whether these patterns provide statistically significant evidence of tidal triggering over time,
we look at each semi-diurnal tidal cycle and count the number of earthquakes occurring during
times of high tide and low tide. For the null hypothesis of random earthquake times, this reduces
each tidal cycle to the equivalent of the flip of a coin with an equal probability of either outcome.
We define each tidal cycle as the interval between the times when successive rising tides cross
the mean height of 0 m and we define low and high tides as the interval when the tide height is
less than and greater than zero, respectively. We consider only tidal cycles in which (i) the tidal
range is at least 1 m to eliminate intervals when tides are small and (ii) the network data return is
high (at least 90% in every hour and with continuous coverage on enough instruments to enable
earthquake triggering all the time).
Prior to April 24, we find that 99 of the 107 tidal cycles have a higher rate of earthquakes
during low tide. A one-tailed binomial test shows that the probability of at least this many for a
random time distribution of earthquakes is 3 x 10-16 and thus confirms the very clear correlation
seen in Fig. 2 (left inset) and Fig. S1A. This shows that the triggering signal apparent in Fig.
S1A is not the result of a few large swarms that happen by chance during periods of low tide.
Instead, on a very consistent basis more earthquakes occur at low tide, a feature that is visually
apparent in Fig. 2 (left inset).
After May 1 (a date chosen to come after the peak in explosive events some of which may
have been misidentified as earthquakes), we find that 168 of 272 tidal cycles have a higher rate
of earthquakes during low tide. A one-tailed binomial test shows that the probability of at least
this many for a random process is 6 x 10-5 and thus supports the inference that there is tidal
triggering after the eruption as seen in Fig. S1B.
To investigate whether the tidal triggering signal is weaker after the eruption, we apply a
two-sample z-test to evaluate the probability that 99/107 and 168/274 represent equal
proportions. This yields a z value of 5.9, which has a one-tailed probability of 2 x 10-9; this is
consistent with the inference that the strength of tidal triggering (the probability of earthquakes
occurring at low tide) decreases after the eruption.
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Fig. S1.
(A) Histogram of the number of earthquakes as a function of the earthquake tide height
percentile for the time interval November 16, 2014 00:00 to April 24, 2015 00:00 UTC. The
height percentile for an earthquake is defined as the percentage of time the ocean tide is lower
than it is at the time of the earthquake during the time interval being plotted. Thus, the percentile
is 100% at the highest tide and 0% at the lowest tide during the interval. The histogram is
expected to be flat (dashed line) if there is no tidal triggering. (B) As for (A) but for the interval
May 1, 2015 00:00 to December 1, 2015 00:00 UTC.
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Fig. S2.
Histogram of the number of earthquakes as a function of the earthquake tide height percentile for
time intervals (A) November 16, 2014 00:00 to January 16, 2015 00:00 UTC, (B) January 16,
7

2015 00:00 UTC to February 17, 2015 00:00 UTC, (C) February 17, 2015 00:00 UTC to March
22, 2015 00:00 UTC, and (D) March 22, 2015 00:00 UTC to April 24, 2015 00:00 UTC plotted
using the same conventions as Fig. S1. There is no clear evidence for an increase in the strength
of tidal triggering over the 5-month interval preceding the eruption.
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Fig. S3
As for Fig. 1 except the earthquake catalog plotted is the double difference catalog for
earthquakes with a minimum of 8 arrival times including at least 3 S-wave times.

9

Fig. S4
(A) Example waveforms for an earthquake. Records have been filtered with a 4-Hz high pass
filter and are labeled with the station name (Fig. 1A) and channel (north – N, east – E and
vertical – V). The P-wave (red) and S-wave (blue) picks are shown. A smaller amplitude
10

earthquake is also apparent earlier in the record section. Time is relative to April 24, 2015,
06:28:50 UTC. (B) Example waveforms for an explosive event for the same stations shown in
(A). Time is relative to April 29, 2015, 00:13:36 UTC. (C) Example waveforms for tremor for
three vertical channels. Records have been filtered with a 7-10 Hz band-pass filter and times are
relative to April 24, 2015, 02:28:00 UTC.
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Fig. S5
(A) Latitude against time for earthquakes beneath the east wall of the caldera during the first few
hours of the eruption with symbols scaled by magnitude and colored to emphasize large
earthquakes (gray for MW < 2.0; red for 2.0 ≤ MW < 2.5; blue for MW ≥ 2.5). Earthquakes are
from the double difference catalog for earthquakes with at least 12 arrival times. (B) Depth
against time for earthquakes beneath the east wall of the caldera during the first few hours of the
eruption plotted using the same conventions as (A) and change in seafloor elevation recorded at
stations AXCC1 and AXEC2 (17).
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Fig. S6
As for Fig. S5 except for earthquakes beneath the west wall of the caldera.
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Fig. S7
Histogram of the number of seafloor explosions as a function of the tidal phase at the time of
explosions for the time interval April 24, 2015 08:00 to May 23, 2015 00:00 UTC. The tidal
phase is defined as 0° (or equivalently 360°) at ocean high tide and 180° at low tide with linear
interpolation between the tidal extremes.
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Fig. S8
Analysis of S-wave minus P-wave arrival times for station AXBA1, located 20 km SE of the
caldera, for April 24, 2015. (A) Record section showing an earthquake recorded by the caldera
network and at station AXBA1 with P-wave (red) and S-wave (blue) arrivals indicated. Records
have been filtered with a 4-Hz high-pass filter and are labeled with the station and channel name
(the final letter of the channel name gives the sensor orientation). (B) As for (A) but showing an
earthquake recorded at station AXBA1 that is not observed by the caldera network; the small
local earthquake apparent in the records for the caldera network is not the same earthquake. (C)
Map showing the location of the caldera, seismic network (black squares), lava flows from the
2011 (light gray) and 2015 (medium gray) eruptions (21), and epicenters for earthquakes
recorded by both the caldera network and station AXBA1 (red dots). (D) S-wave minus P-wave
arrival times for station AXBA1 plotted against time for earthquakes that are (red) and are not
(blue) detected and located with the caldera network. The onset of S- minus P-wave arrival
times for earthquakes not detected by the caldera network are consistent with a dike propagating
northwards at a speed of ~ 0.55 m/s assuming S- minus P-wave arrival times increase by 1 s for
every 10 km increase in horizontal range.
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Fig. S9
Chronology for the eruption over 30 days from April 23, 2015 00:00 UTC. (A) Histogram of
earthquake count and ocean tides height. (B) Histogram of seafloor explosion count within the
caldera, near the caldera, and on the North rift and a plot of changes in the caldera elevation at
stations AXCC1 and AXEC2 (17). (C) Latitude of a subset of 1307 explosions versus time, and
the latitude limits of the caldera and 2015 lava flows (21).
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Fig. S10
Layered P-wave (VP) and S-wave (VS) velocity model used to locate earthquakes. The P-wave
model is based on the average structure observed in the caldera for a tomography study (11) and
the S-wave structure is derived from the P-wave velocity assuming VP/VS changes linearly with
P-wave velocity from 2.5 at VP = 2.0 km/s to 2.0 at VP = 4.5 km/s and then to 1.72 at VP ≥ 5.0
km/s.
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Fig. S11
Distribution of relative location errors for the 12-arrival double difference analysis at the 95%
confidence level from a bootstrap analysis of the final residual vector.
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Movie S1
Animation showing earthquakes occurring in the vicinity of the caldera from March 1, 2015 to
May 1, 2015 with symbols color coded by depth, scaled by magnitude and set to fade over 12
hours. Earthquakes are from the 12-arrival double difference catalog. Also shown are the
outline of the caldera (black line) and lava flows from the 2011 (light gray) and 2015 (medium
gray) eruptions (21).
Movie S2
Animation from 04:00 to 12:00 UTC on April 24 showing earthquakes occurring in the vicinity
of the caldera and geodetic signals (17). The left hand map shows earthquakes with symbols
color coded by depth, scaled by magnitude and set to fade over 30 minutes. Small gray dots
show the epicenters of all earthquakes in the movie. Also shown are the tilt signal relative to the
start of the movie (black arrow pointing downward) and subsidence signal (red arrow) at the two
stations (AXCC1 and AXEC2) with geodetic observations of the eruption, the outline of the
caldera (black line) and lava flows from the 2011 (light gray) and 2015 (medium gray) eruptions
(21). The upper right hand plots show the tilt magnitude (black) and azimuth of downward tilt
(blue) time series at the caldera center (AXCC1) with a vertical magenta line indicating the
current time. The lower right hand plot shows the time series for elevation at the caldera center
(AXCC1) with a vertical magenta line indicating the current time. Earthquakes are from the 8arrival double difference catalog.
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